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Abstract 

 Wu and Chang proposed a cryptographic key assignment scheme for hierarchical access 

control in 2001. Based on the discrete logarithm problem, their scheme can be applied on a partially 

ordered set user hierarchy. However, in this paper, we will show that their scheme violates the 

predefined access control policy. Further, a simple improvement is given to eliminate the security 

leak. 
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1 Introduction 

 Recently, Wu and Chang proposed a cryptographic key assignment scheme for hierarchical 

access control [1]. In their scheme, the users belonging to a security class must follow the predefined 

partially ordered relation to have access to the information held by their successor(s). The purpose 

of this paper is show that the users can have access to the information without following the 

predefined relation, which violates Wu and Chang’s claim. Furthermore, we propose an 

improvement to eliminate the security leak inherent in the Wu-Chang scheme. 

 

2 Brief Review of Wu-Chang Scheme 

Let C = {C1, C2, …, Cn} be a set of n security classes in the hierarchy and the notation “≤” 

the binary partially ordered relation on C. In the partially ordered set (poset) (C, ≤), Cj ≤ Ci means 

that the users in Ci have a security class higher than or equal to those in Cj. Figure 1 shows a poset 

access control hierarchy. We denote IDCA, 
iCID , and 

jtuID  as the identifiers for the central 

authority (CA), the security class Ci, and the user ujt, who is the t-th user belonging to Cj, 

respectively. In the system setup phase, CA selects be two large primes p and q satisfying that |q| ≥ 

|p| + |ID|, and a primitive root g over GF(p), where |x| is the bit-length of the integer x. Then, CA 

chooses his private key SCA such that gcd(SCA, p – 1) = 1, computes his public key 

pgY CAS
CA mod= , and then publishes {p, q, g, YCA}. In the key generation phase, CA randomly 

chooses a distinct derivation key 
iCS  such that gcd(

iCS , p – 1) = 1, computes its corresponding 

public key pgY iC
i

S
C mod= , and then transmits 

iCS  to each user uit ∈ Ci via a secure channel 
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(for Ci ∈ C). Upon receiving 
iCS  from CA, uit chooses an encryption key Kit over GF(p) and 

publishes pIDKW
it

iC
u

S
itit mod)(

1
+=

−
. In addition, CA generates the public derivation 

polynomial fi(x) over GF(q) for each security class Ci with a bottom-up approach for all security 

classes in the hierarchy. That is, CA generates a public polynomial fi(x) by interpolating the points 

),||)mod)(((
jj

iC
CC

S
CA SIDpY ’s          (1) 

for all Cj ≤ Ci and  

),||)mod)((( iCA
S

CA RIDpY iC            (2) 

with Lagrange interpolating formula [2]. Here, Ri is a secret number which is used for the protection 

purpose. 

In the key derivation phase, the user uia ∈ Ci who wants to have access to the information 

items held by any user ujb in Cj, where Cj ≤ Ci, computes  

)||)mod)(((
j

iC
j C

S
CAiC IDpYfS =           (3) 

and derives ujb’s encryption key Kjb as 

pIDWK jC

jb

S
ujbjb mod)( −=            (4) 

Thereafter, uia uses Kjb to decrypt ujb’s information items. The Wu-Chang scheme also deals with 

some dynamic access control problems in their paper, such as adding a new security class into the 

hierarchy, deleting an old security class from the hierarchy, etc. The interested reader may refer to [1] 

for the detailed discussion. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. A poset access control hierarchy with six security classes 

 
3 Security Leak and Improvement 

 According to the access policy in the poset hierarchy, users can only have access to the 

C1 

C2 C3 

C4 C5 C6 
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information held by the users with an equal or lower security classes. In the following, we will show 

that the Wu-Chang scheme violates the predefined requirement. For the poset hierarchy in Figure 1, 

the user u3a knowing 
3CS  in the security class C3 can compute the derivation key 

5CS  of the 

security class C5 by eqn. 3, i.e, )||)mod)(((
5

3
5 3 C

S
CAC IDpYfS C= . Since the security classes 

C3 and C2 have the same immediate successor C5, u3a can use 
5CS  to resolve the roots of the 

equation )(mod)(
52 pSxf C=  over GF(q) in polynomial time [3, 4] and obtain 

5
2 ||)mod)(( C

S
CA IDpY C . He further uses the shared key pY CS

CA mod)( 2  between C2 and 

CA to compute the derivation key )||)mod)((( 42
2

4
IDpYfS CS

CAC =  by eqn. 3. With this 

derivation key
4CS , u3a can obtain the encryption key of users in C4 by eqn. 4, and thus can have 

access to the information held by the users in C4.  

The security leak inherent in the Wu-Chang scheme is caused by the fact that the shared key 

pY CS
CA mod)( 2  can be compromised and used to compute the derivation key(s) of C2’s 

successor(s). We can easily eliminate the weakness by using a one-way hash function h [5] to 

protect the shared key pY CS
CA mod)( 2  from being revealed. Note that the function h maps a 

string of variable length to a string of |q| bits. To strengthen the Wu-Chang scheme, we replace eqns. 

1 and 2 with eqns. 1* and 2*, respectively: 

)),||)mod)((((
jj

iC
CC

S
CA SIDpYh ’s            (1*) 

)),||)mod)(((( iCA
S

CA RIDpYh iC              (2*) 

Consequently, eqn. 3 should also be changed to: 

))||)mod)((((
j

iC
j C

S
CAiC IDpYhfS =            (3*) 

Based on the intractability of reversing the one-way hash function h, it is computationally infeasible 

to compute the derivation key(s) violating the predefined access policy, since the shared key 

pY iCS
CA mod)(  now is protected by h. Hence, our improvement can withstand the attack stated 

above. 
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